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February 27, 2018
VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
David Erickson
President and Chief Executive Officer
Alberta Electric System Operator
2500, 330 - 5 Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 0L4
RE: North American Electric Reliability Corporation
Dear Mr. Erickson:
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation hereby submits Notice of Filing of the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation of Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2. NERC requests,
to the extent necessary, a waiver of any applicable filing requirements with respect to this filing.
NERC understands the AESO may adopt the proposed reliability standards subject to Alberta
legislation, principally as established in the Transmission Regulation (“the T Reg.”). Briefly, it is NERC’s
understanding that the T Reg. requires the following with regard to the adoption in Alberta of a NERC
Reliability Standard:
1. The AESO must consult with those market participants that it considers are likely to be directly
affected.
2. The AESO must forward the proposed reliability standards to the Alberta Utilities Commission
for review, along with the AESO’s recommendation that the Commission approve or reject them.
3. The Commission must follow the recommendation of the AESO that the Commission approve
or reject the proposed reliability standards unless an interested person satisfies the Commission that
the AESO’s recommendation is “technically deficient” or “not in the public interest.”
Further, NERC has been advised by the AESO that the AESO practice with respect to the adoption of a
NERC Reliability Standard includes a review of the NERC Reliability Standard for applicability to Alberta
legislation and electric industry practice. NERC has been advised that, while the objective is to adhere as
closely as possible to the requirements of the NERC Reliability Standard, each NERC Reliability Standard
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approved in Alberta (called an “Alberta reliability standard”) generally varies from the similar and related
NERC Reliability Standard.
NERC requests the AESO consider Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 in the filing for adoption
in Alberta as an “Alberta reliability standard(s),” subject to the required procedures and legislation of
Alberta.
Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions concerning this filing.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Shamai Elstein
Shamai Elstein
Senior Counsel for the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation

Enclosure
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BEFORE THE
ALBERTA ELECTRIC SYSTEM OPERATOR
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC
RELIABILITY CORPORATION

)
)

NOTICE OF FILING OF THE
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
OF PROPOSED RELIABILITY STANDARD TPL-007-2
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) hereby provides notice
of proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 (Transmission System Planned Performance for
Geomagnetic Disturbance Events) (Exhibit A), the associated implementation plan (Exhibit B),
the Violation Risk Factors (“VRFs”) and Violation Severity Levels (“VSLs”) (Exhibit C), and
the retirement of currently-effective Reliability Standard TPL-007-1. The NERC Board of
Trustees (“Board”) adopted proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 on November 9, 2017.
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 requires owners and operators of the Bulk
Power System (“BPS”) to conduct initial and on-going vulnerability assessments of the potential
impact of defined geomagnetic disturbance (“GMD”) events on BPS equipment and the BPS as a
whole. The modifications in the proposed standard address the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission’s (“FERC”) directives in Order No. 830.1 The modifications also improve upon the
currently-effective version of the standard by using the latest developments in GMD research to
provide enhanced criteria and requirements to address reliability risks arising from GMDs,
including the risks posed by severe, localized events.
The proposed Reliability Standard and related elements are just, reasonable, not unduly
discriminatory or preferential, and in the public interest. The proposed standard shall be effective

1

Reliability Standard for Transmission System Planned Performance for Geomagnetic Disturbance Events,
Order No. 830, 156 FERC ¶ 61,215, P 1 (2016), reh’g denied, Order No. 830-A, 158 FERC ¶ 61,041 (2017).
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in accordance with the proposed implementation plan (Exhibit B). As described in further detail
herein, the proposed implementation plan is intended to integrate the new requirements in TPL007-2 with the GMD Vulnerability Assessment2 process that is currently being implemented
through the currently-effective version of the standard.
This filing presents the technical basis and purpose of proposed Reliability Standard
TPL-007-2 (Exhibits A – D and Exhibits G – J), a summary of the development history (Exhibit
D), and a demonstration that the proposed Reliability Standard meets the Reliability Standards
criteria.
I.!

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 adds enhancements to the currently-effective

GMD planning standard, Reliability Standard TPL-007-1, to better address risks to reliability
posed by GMDs and to implement FERC’s directives in Order No. 830. In Order No. 830, FERC
approved Reliability Standard TPL-007-1 and directed NERC to modify the standard as follows:
•! revise the benchmark GMD event used for GMD Vulnerability Assessments so
that the reference peak geoelectric field amplitude component is not based solely
on spatially-averaged data;3
•! revise Requirement R6 to require entities to apply spatially averaged and nonspatially averaged peak geoelectric field values, or some equally efficient and
effective alternative, when conducting transformer thermal impact assessments;4
•! require entities to collect data from geomagnetically induced current (“GIC”)
monitors and magnetometers as necessary to enable model validation and
situational awareness;5 and
•! require entities to develop any necessary Corrective Action Plans within one year
from the completion of the GMD Vulnerability Assessment, include a two-year
2

Unless otherwise designated, all capitalized terms shall have the meaning set forth in the Glossary of Terms
Used in NERC Reliability Standards, available at http://www.nerc.com/files/Glossary_of_Terms.pdf.
3
See Order No. 830 at P 44.
4
Id. at P 65.
5
Id. at P 88.
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deadline for the implementation of non-hardware mitigation, and include a fouryear deadline to complete hardware mitigation.6
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 reflects the latest in GMD understanding and
provides a technically sound and flexible approach to addressing the items of concern noted by
FERC in Order No. 830. The proposed standard addresses FERC’s directives by:
•! requiring entities to perform supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessments based
on the supplemental GMD event, a second defined event that accounts for
localized peak effects of GMDs and which is based on individual station
measurements (i.e. not spatially-averaged data);
•! requiring entities to perform supplemental thermal impact assessments of
applicable power transformers based on GIC information for the supplemental
GMD event;
•! requiring entities to implement process(es) to obtain GIC monitor and
magnetometer data; and
•! implementing the deadlines specified by FERC in Order No. 830 for the
development and completion of any necessary Corrective Action Plans to address
system performance issues resulting from the benchmark GMD event.
As discussed in detail below, these revisions would enhance reliability by expanding
GMD Vulnerability Assessments to include severe, localized impacts and by implementing new
deadlines and processes to maintain accountability in the development, completion, and revision
of entity Corrective Action Plans developed to address identified vulnerabilities. Further, the
proposed revisions would improve the availability of GMD monitoring data that may be used to
inform GMD Vulnerability Assessments. Through its ongoing GMD work, including the GMD
Research Work Plan7 and a forthcoming Request for Data or Information pursuant to Section

6

Id. at P 101-102.
Consistent with Order No. 830, NERC filed a preliminary work plan to conduct research on topics related
to GMDs and their impacts on the reliability of the BPS (the “GMD Research Work Plan”). See Geomagnetic
Disturbance Research Work Plan of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, (June 5, 2017). In
7
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1600 of the NERC Rules of Procedure (“Section 1600 GMD Data Request”),8 NERC expects to
obtain useful inputs for continued evaluation of the technical basis that underpins the proposed
standard.
For these reasons and as discussed more fully in this filing, the proposed standard is just,
reasonable, not unduly discriminatory or preferential, and in the public interest.
II.!

NOTICES AND COMMUNICATIONS
Notices and communications with respect to this filing may be addressed to:

Shamai Elstein
Senior Counsel
Lauren Perotti
Counsel
Candice Castaneda
Counsel
North American Electric Reliability
Corporation
1325 G Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 400-3000
(202) 644-8099 – facsimile
shamai.elstein@nerc.net
lauren.perotti@nerc.net
candice.castaneda@nerc.net
III.!

Howard Gugel
Senior Director of Standards
North American Electric Reliability
Corporation
3353 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Suite 600, North Tower
Atlanta, GA 30326
(404) 446-2560
Howard.Gugel@nerc.net

BACKGROUND
A.!

NERC Reliability Standards Development Procedure

The proposed Reliability Standard was developed in an open and fair manner and in
accordance with the Reliability Standard development process. NERC develops Reliability

accordance with FERC’s October 19, 2017 Order on GMD Research Work Plan, NERC will file a final or otherwise
updated GMD Research Work Plan on or before April 2018.
8
NERC Rules of Procedure Section 1600. The NERC Rules of Procedure are available at
http://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/Pages/Rules-of-Procedure.aspx.
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Standards in accordance with Section 300 (Reliability Standards Development) of its Rules of
Procedure and the NERC Standard Processes Manual.9
NERC’s proposed rules provide for reasonable notice and opportunity for public
comment, due process, openness, and a balance of interests in developing Reliability Standards,
and thus satisfy certain of the criteria for approving Reliability Standards. The development
process is open to any person or entity with a legitimate interest in the reliability of the BPS.
NERC considers the comments of all stakeholders, and stakeholders must approve, and the
NERC Board of Trustees must adopt, a Reliability Standard before the Reliability Standard is
submitted to the applicable governmental authorities.
B.!

Procedural History of Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2

This section summarizes the development history of proposed Reliability Standard TPL007-2.
1.! History of Reliability Standard TPL-007-1 and Order No. 830
On March 3, 2015, NERC submitted a filing of Reliability Standard TPL-007-1, the
second-stage GMD Reliability Standard contemplated by FERC in Order No. 779.10 Reliability
Standard TPL-007-1 requires applicable entities to conduct initial and ongoing assessments of
the potential impact of a 1-in-100 year benchmark GMD event on BPS equipment and the BPS
as a whole. FERC approved Reliability Standard TPL-007-1 in Order No. 830, issued on

9

The ROP is available at http://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/Pages/Rules-of-Procedure.aspx. The NERC
Standard Processes Manual is available at
http://www.nerc.com/comm/SC/Documents/Appendix_3A_StandardsProcessesManual.pdf.
10
Notice of Filing of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation of Reliability Standard TPL-007-1
Transmission System Planned Performance for Geomagnetic Disturbance Events, 0 (March 3, 2015); Reliability
Standards for Geomagnetic Disturbances, Order No. 779, 78 Fed. Reg. 30,747 (May 23, 2013), 143 FERC ¶ 61,147,
reh’g denied, 144 FERC ¶ 61,113 (2013) (directing the development of Reliability Standards to address GMDs in
two stages).
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September 22, 2016, stating that the standard “constitutes an important step in addressing the
risks posed by GMD events to the Bulk-Power System.” 11 FERC also directed four revisions to
the standard to address areas of concern noted in the order and underlying proceeding.
First, noting its concerns with the reliance on spatially averaged data in the TPL-007-1
benchmark GMD event definition, FERC directed NERC to “develop revisions to the benchmark
GMD event definition so that the reference peak geoelectric field amplitude component is not
based solely on spatially-averaged data.”12 FERC also directed NERC to revise Requirement R6
“to require registered entities to apply spatially averaged and non-spatially averaged peak
geoelectric field values, or some equally and efficient alternative, when conducting thermal
impact assessments.”13
Next, FERC directed NERC to revise TPL-007-1 to require entities “to collect GIC
monitoring and magnetometer data as necessary to enable model validation and situational
awareness, including from any devices that must be added to meet this need.”14 FERC stated that
“additional collection and disclosure of GIC monitoring and magnetometer data is necessary to
improve our collective understanding of the threats posed by GMD events.”15 Lastly, FERC
directed NERC to modify TPL-007-1 requirements for Corrective Action Plans to include: (i) a
one-year deadline for the development of any necessary Corrective Action Plans; (ii) a two-year
deadline for the implementation of non-hardware mitigation; and (iii) a four-year deadline for the
implementation of hardware mitigation.16

11
12
13
14
15
16

Order No. 830 at P 1.
Order No. 830 at P 44.
Id. at P 65.
Id. at P 88.
Id.
Id. at PP 101-102.
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In addition to these standard modification directives, FERC also directed NERC to
undertake certain activities to improve understanding of GMDs and their potential impacts on
power systems. First, FERC directed NERC to submit a work plan describing how NERC would
research specific GMD-related topics identified by FERC and other topics at NERC’s
discretion.17 Second, FERC directed NERC to collect GIC and magnetometer data pursuant to
Section 1600 of the NERC Rules of Procedure, including existing data for the period beginning
May 2013 and new data going forward, and to make that information available to support
ongoing GMD research and analysis.18
This filing describes how proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 addresses the
standard modification directives described above. NERC continues its efforts to address FERC’s
work plan and data collection directives and provides a status update on those efforts in Section
VI, below. NERC anticipates that the results of these efforts will inform future reviews of the
proposed Reliability Standard.
2.! Project 2013-03 Geomagnetic Disturbance Mitigation
Shortly after the issuance of Order No. 830, NERC initiated a new phase of Project 201303 to address FERC’s directives to modify Reliability Standard TPL-007-1. As with prior phases
of the project, the standard drafting team for this phase consisted of individuals with extensive
planning, engineering, and scientific knowledge and experience. To provide technical support for
proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2, the standard drafting team developed new and updated
supporting materials, including the Supplemental GMD Event Description White Paper (Exhibit

17
18

See generally id. at P 77.
Order No. 830 at PP 89, 93.
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I), Screening Criterion for Transformer Thermal Impact Assessment White Paper (Exhibit H),
and Transformer Thermal Impact Assessment White Paper (Exhibit G).
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 was posted for initial ballot from June 28, 2017
to August 11, 2017 and for final ballot from October 20, 2017 to October 30, 2017. The NERC
Board of Trustees adopted the proposed standard on November 9, 2017. The complete
development history of proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 is attached as Exhibit D.
IV.!

JUSTIFICATION
As discussed below and in Exhibit E, proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 satisfies

the Reliability Standards criteria and is just, reasonable, not unduly discriminatory or
preferential, and in the public interest. The proposed Reliability Standard contains significant
benefits for the BPS and addresses FERC’s directives from Order No. 830.
The purpose of proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2, which remains unchanged
from currently-effective Reliability Standard TPL-007-1, is to “[e]stablish requirements for
Transmission system planned performance during geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) events.” The
applicability of the proposed standard also remains unchanged from TPL-007-1: the proposed
standard would continue to apply to: (1) Planning Coordinators and Transmission Planners
whose planning areas have a Facility that includes a power transformer with a high side, wyegrounded winding with terminal voltage greater than 200 kV19; and (2) Transmission Owners
and Generator Owners that own a Facility that includes such equipment.
Currently-effective Reliability Standard TPL-007-1 requires entities to conduct initial and
on-going assessments of the potential impact of the defined benchmark GMD event on BPS
equipment and the BPS as a whole. Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 builds upon these
19

A power transformer with a “high side wye-grounded winding” refers to a power transformer with
windings on the high voltage side that are connected in a wye configuration and have a grounded neutral connection.
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Requirements and adds new Requirements for entities to assess their vulnerabilities to a second
defined event, the supplemental GMD event. This supplemental GMD event is designed to
account for the localized peak effects of severe GMD events on systems and equipment. The
proposed standard also contains new Requirements for the collection of GIC and magnetometer
data. Lastly, the proposed standard revises Requirement R7 to include deadlines for the
development and completion of any necessary Corrective Action Plans. Each of these revisions
and how they address FERC’s directives from Order No. 830 is discussed below.
A.!

The Supplemental GMD Event

Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 contains new Requirements for entities to
assess their vulnerabilities to a second defined GMD event, the supplemental GMD event. As
described in the Supplemental GMD Event Description White Paper (Exhibit I), geomagnetic
fields during severe GMD events can be spatially non!uniform with higher and lower strengths
across a geographic region. The supplemental GMD event, which was derived using individual
station measurements rather than spatially averaged measurements, includes localized
enhancement of field strength above the average value. As such, the proposed standard addresses
FERC’s directive in Order No. 830 to revise the GMD standard to account for the effects of
localized peaks that could potentially affect reliable operations.20
The benchmark GMD event and the supplemental GMD event are similar in structure but
the supplemental GMD event contains several differences to account for localized impacts. Like

20

See Order No. 830 at P 44 (“The Commission…directs NERC to develop revisions to the benchmark GMD
event definition so that the reference peak geoelectric field amplitude component is not based solely on spatiallyaveraged data.”). See also Order No. 830 at P 47 (“Without pre-judging how NERC proposes to address the
Commission’s directive, NERC’s response to this directive should satisfy the NOPR’s concern that reliance on
spatially-averaged data alone does not address localized peaks that could potentially affect the reliable operation of
the Bulk-Power System.”)
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the benchmark GMD event, the supplemental GMD event defines the geomagnetic and
geoelectric field values used to compute GIC flows for use in a GMD Vulnerability Assessment.
The benchmark GMD event is composed of the following components:
•!

a reference peak geoelectric field amplitude of 8 V/km derived from statistical
analysis of historical magnetometer data;

•!

scaling factors to account for local geomagnetic latitude;

•!

scaling factors to account for local earth conductivity; and

•!

a reference geomagnetic field time series or waveform to facilitate time-domain
analysis of GMD impact on equipment.

The supplemental GMD event has the same components, except that the reference peak
geoelectric field amplitude is 12 V/km over a localized area (compared to 8 V/km) and the
geomagnetic field time series or waveform includes a local enhancement.21 These distinguishing
characteristics of the supplemental GMD event are intended to represent conditions associated
with localized enhancement of the geomagnetic field during a severe GMD event for use in
assessing GMD impacts.
In developing the supplemental GMD event, the standard drafting team used data and
information so that the peak geoelectric field does not rely on spatial averaging of geomagnetic
field data. Like the value in the approved benchmark GMD event, the supplemental GMD event
peak geoelectric field is a 1-in-100 year extreme value determined using statistical analysis of
historical geomagnetic field data. The fundamental difference in the supplemental GMD event
amplitude is that it is based on geomagnetic field observations taken at individual observation
stations (i.e., localized measurements), instead of the spatially averaged geoelectric fields used in

21

See proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 Attachment 1. See also Supplemental GMD Event
Description White Paper (Exhibit I). The addition of a local enhancement to the supplemental GMD event waveform
also causes some small changes in earth conductivity scaling factors, as explained in the white paper. These earth
conductivity scaling factors for the supplemental GMD event are included in proposed TPL-007-2 Attachment 1.
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the benchmark GMD event. The result of the extreme value analysis shows that the supplemental
GMD event peak of 12 V/km is above the upper limit of the 95 percent confidence interval for a
100!year return interval, while the same confidence interval with spatially-averaged data (i.e., the
benchmark GMD event) is 8 V/km. Thus, GMD Vulnerability Assessments based on the 12
V/km peak geoelectric field of the proposed supplemental GMD event are considering extreme
localized conditions associated with a 1-in-100 year severe GMD event.
Similar to the benchmark GMD event, the supplemental GMD event includes a
waveform for assessing transformer thermal impacts from a severe GMD event. Both the
benchmark and supplemental GMD event waveforms are based on 10-second sampling interval
magnetic field data from the Ottawa observatory recorded during the March 13-14, 1989 GMD
event. The supplemental GMD event waveform is more severe than the benchmark GMD event
waveform because it includes a five-minute duration enhanced peak up to 12 V/km for the
reference earth model and 60 degree geomagnetic latitude. This synthetic enhancement
represents the observed localized, rapid magnetic field variation periods associated with
ionospheric sources during some severe GMD events. Such GMD conditions could result in
increased transformer heating for short durations during a severe GMD event due to increased
GIC flows.
The supplemental GMD event provides a technically justified method of assessing
vulnerabilities to the localized peak effects of severe GMD events, thereby addressing FERC’s
Order No. 830 directive. Together, the approved benchmark GMD event and the proposed
supplemental GMD event provide a high threshold for assessing GMD impacts.

11

B.!

New and Revised Requirements to Perform GMD Vulnerability Assessments
Based on the Supplemental GMD Event

Proposed TPL-007-2 adds new Requirements R8, R9, and R10 to require responsible
entities to assess the potential implications of the supplemental GMD event described above on
their equipment and systems in accordance with FERC’s directives in Order No. 830.22 The
proposed Requirements are structured and worded similarly to approved Requirements R4
through R6, which require entities to assess the impact of the benchmark GMD event. With the
addition of these new Requirements, NERC proposes minor revisions to Requirements R4
through R6 to clarify that those existing Requirements pertain to assessments based on the
benchmark GMD event. NERC also proposes revisions to Requirements R1 through R3 to
include appropriate references to the supplemental GMD event. These minor revisions are shown
in Exhibit A (redline).
1.! Proposed Requirement R8
Proposed Requirement R8 would require responsible entities to complete a supplemental
GMD Vulnerability Assessment of the Near-Term Transmission Planning Horizon at least once
every five years. The proposed Requirement reads as follows:
R8.

Each responsible entity, as determined in Requirement R1, shall complete a supplemental
GMD Vulnerability Assessment of the Near!Term Transmission Planning Horizon at least
once every 60 calendar months. This supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessment shall
use a study or studies based on models identified in Requirement R2, document
assumptions, and document summarized results of the steady state analysis.
8.1. The study or studies shall include the following conditions:
8.1.1. System On!Peak Load for at least one year within the Near!Term
Transmission Planning Horizon; and
8.1.2. System Off!Peak Load for at least one year within the Near!Term
Transmission Planning Horizon.
8.2. The study or studies shall be conducted based on the supplemental GMD
event described in Attachment 1 to determine whether the System meets the

22

See Order No. 830 at P 44 (benchmark GMD event definition) and P 65 (transformer thermal impact
assessments).
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8.3.

8.4.

performance requirements for the steady state planning supplemental GMD
event contained in Table 1.
If the analysis concludes there is Cascading caused by the supplemental
GMD event described in Attachment 1, an evaluation of possible actions
designed to reduce the likelihood or mitigate the consequences and adverse
impacts of the event(s) shall be conducted.
The supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessment shall be provided: (i) to
the responsible entity’s Reliability Coordinator, adjacent Planning
Coordinators, adjacent Transmission Planners within 90 calendar days of
completion, and (ii) to any functional entity that submits a written request
and has a reliability!related need within 90 calendar days of receipt of such
request or within 90 calendar days of completion of the supplemental GMD
Vulnerability Assessment, whichever is later.
8.4.1. If a recipient of the supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessment
provides documented comments on the results, the responsible
entity shall provide a documented response to that recipient within
90 calendar days of receipt of those comments.

Proposed Requirement R8 mirrors Requirement R4, which requires entities to complete a
GMD Vulnerability Assessment based on the benchmark GMD event, but with one key
difference. Proposed Requirement R8 contains an additional Part, Part 8.3, which provides that if
analysis concludes there would be Cascading caused by the supplemental GMD event, the
responsible entity must then evaluate possible actions to reduce the likelihood or mitigate
consequences and adverse impacts of the event. As discussed more fully in Section IV.D below,
the standard drafting team determined that requiring such an evaluation of possible actions, as
opposed to a formal Corrective Action Plan, would provide a more prudent approach in light of
the limitations of currently-available tools for modeling localized GMD effects.
New language is reflected in proposed Requirement R8 Part 8.4 to clarify the timeframe
for providing completed supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessments to the Reliability
Coordinator, neighboring Planning Coordinators and Transmission Planners, and to the other
functional entities with a reliability-related need that submit a request. To provide for

13

consistency across similar Requirements, conforming revisions are proposed in TPL-007-2
Requirement R4 Part 4.3 pertaining to benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessments.
2.! Proposed Requirements R9 and R10
Proposed Requirements R9 and R10 pertain to supplemental transformer thermal impact
assessments. As these Requirements are based on the supplemental GMD event described above,
they address FERC’s directive to revise the standard to require entities to apply non spatiallyaveraged peak geoelectric field values when conducting thermal impact assessments.23
Proposed Requirement R9 would require responsible entities to provide GIC flow
information based on the supplemental GMD event to owners of applicable BES power
transformers in the planning area. The proposed Requirement mirrors existing Requirement R5
pertaining to GIC flow information for the benchmark GMD event. Proposed Requirement R9
reads as follows:
R9.

Each responsible entity, as determined in Requirement R1, shall provide GIC flow
information to be used for the supplemental thermal impact assessment of transformers
specified in Requirement R10 to each Transmission Owner and Generator Owner that owns
an applicable Bulk Electric System (BES) power transformer in the planning area. The GIC
flow information shall include:
9.1. The maximum effective GIC value for the worst case geoelectric field
orientation for the supplemental GMD event described in Attachment 1.
This value shall be provided to the Transmission Owner or Generator
Owner that owns each applicable BES power transformer in the planning
area.
9.2. The effective GIC time series, GIC(t), calculated using the supplemental
GMD event described in Attachment 1 in response to a written request from
the Transmission Owner or Generator Owner that owns an applicable BES
power transformer in the planning area. GIC(t) shall be provided within 90
calendar days of receipt of the written request and after determination of the
maximum effective GIC value in Part 9.1.

23

Order No. 830 at P 65.
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Proposed Requirement R10 would require each Transmission Owner and Generator
Owner to conduct a supplemental thermal impact assessment for solely and jointly owned
applicable BES power transformers where the maximum effective GIC value resulting from
Requirement R9 is above a specific threshold. The proposed Requirement reads as follows:
R10.

Each Transmission Owner and Generator Owner shall conduct a supplemental thermal
impact assessment for its solely and jointly owned applicable BES power transformers
where the maximum effective GIC value provided in Requirement R9, Part 9.1, is 85 A
per phase or greater. The supplemental thermal impact assessment shall:
10.1. Be based on the effective GIC flow information provided in Requirement
R9;
10.2. Document assumptions used in the analysis;
10.3. Describe suggested actions and supporting analysis to mitigate the impact
of GICs, if any; and
10.4. Be performed and provided to the responsible entities, as determined in
Requirement R1, within 24 calendar months of receiving GIC flow
information specified in Requirement R9, Part 9.1.
Proposed Requirement R10 mirrors existing Requirement R6 pertaining to transformer

thermal impact assessments based on the benchmark GMD event. However, for the supplemental
thermal impact assessment, the threshold is a maximum effective GIC value of 85 A per phase or
greater (compared to the benchmark threshold of 75 A per phase or greater). As described in
greater detail in the Screening Criterion for Transformer Thermal Impact Assessment White
Paper (Exhibit H), the threshold value is determined using the same methods employed for the
benchmark thermal impact assessments and provides that assessments be performed on all
applicable power transformers that could potentially exceed emergency loading temperature
guidelines.24

24

See generally Exhibit H and Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Standard C57.91!2011
– Guide for Loading Mineral!Oil!Immersed Transformers and Step!Voltage Regulators.
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C.!

New Requirements for the Collection of GMD Data (R11 and R12)

In Order No. 830, FERC directed NERC to “develop revisions to Reliability Standard
TPL-007-1 to require responsible entities to collect GIC monitoring and magnetometer data as
necessary to enable model validation and situational awareness, including from any devices that
must be added to meet this need.”25 Consistent with this directive, proposed TPL-007-2 contains
two new Requirements, Requirements R11 and R12, that would require responsible entities to
implement a process to obtain GIC monitor and geomagnetic field data for their planning area or
system model area. The Requirements apply to Planning Coordinators and Transmission
Planners, as determined in Requirement R1, because these entities are responsible for
maintaining GIC System models (Requirement R2). Entities may use the data for validating GIC
system models as well as for awareness of local geomagnetic conditions and measured GIC
levels.
Proposed Requirement R11 would require responsible entities to implement a process to
obtain GIC monitor data as follows:
R11.

Each responsible entity, as determined in Requirement R1, shall implement a process to
obtain GIC monitor data from at least one GIC monitor located in the Planning
Coordinator’s planning area or other part of the system included in the Planning
Coordinator’s GIC System model.
Consistent with FERC’s guidance,26 collection criteria are included in the Supplemental

Material section of the proposed standard to promote consistency and provide entities with
flexibility to tailor procedures to their planning area. The guidance for GIC data collection
addresses monitor locations, monitor specifications, sampling interval, collection periods, data
format, and data retention.
25

Order No. 830 at P 88.
See id. at P 91 (regarding criteria for NERC to consider in developing a requirement for the collection of
GIC monitoring data).
26
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Proposed Requirement R12 would require responsible entities to implement a process to
obtain geomagnetic field data as follows:
R12.

Each responsible entity, as determined in Requirement R1, shall implement a process to
obtain geomagnetic field data for its Planning Coordinator’s planning area.
By requiring responsible entities to obtain geomagnetic field data for their planning areas,

the proposed Requirement would ensure that data is obtained from diverse geographic areas of
the North American BPS. Entities are advised to obtain data from the nearest accessible
magnetometer. Sources of magnetometer data include government observatories, installed
equipment owned or operated by the entity, and third party sources, including research
institutions and universities. Entities that choose to install their own magnetometers are referred
to the INTERMAGNET Technical Reference Manual for equipment specifications and data
format protocols.
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 supports future data collection across the North
American BPS by requiring planning entities to implement processes for obtaining GMD data
for each planning area. NERC, pursuant to the pending Section 1600 GMD Data Request,27 will
collect GMD data from entities and make that data available to support ongoing research and
analysis of GMD risk. The proposed standard, together with the pending Section 1600 GMD
Data Request, would thus satisfy FERC’s data collection directives in Order No. 830 and provide
data to help address the potential reliability risks posed by GMDs.
D.!

Revised Deadlines for Corrective Action Plans in Requirement R7

NERC proposes to revise Requirement R7 to include the FERC-directed deadlines for the
development and completion of any required Corrective Action Plans to address system

27

See Section VI infra.
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performance issues for the benchmark GMD event. In Order No. 830, FERC directed NERC to
modify the TPL-007 standard to include the following deadlines:
•! one year from the completion of the GMD Vulnerability Assessment to complete
the development of a Corrective Action Plan;
•! two years after the development of the Corrective Action Plan to complete the
implementation of non-hardware mitigation; and
•! four years after the development of the Corrective Action Plan to complete
hardware mitigation.”28
Proposed TPL-007-2 Requirement R7 revises the existing standard to incorporate these
directives as follows:
R7.

Each responsible entity, as determined in Requirement R1, that concludes, through the
benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessment conducted in Requirement R4, that their
System does not meet the performance requirements of for the steady state planning
benchmark GMD event contained in Table 1, shall develop a Corrective Action Plan
(CAP) addressing how the performance requirements will be met. The Corrective Action
Plan CAP shall:
7.1. List System deficiencies and the associated actions needed to achieve
required System performance. Examples of such actions include:
•! Installation, modification, retirement, or removal of Transmission
and generation Facilities and any associated equipment.
•! Installation, modification, or removal of Protection Systems or
Special Protection Systems Remedial Action Schemes.
•! Use of Operating Procedures, specifying how long they will be
needed as part of the Corrective Action Plan CAP.
•! Use of Demand!Side Management, new technologies, or other
initiatives.
7.2. Be reviewed in subsequent developed within one year of completion of the
benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessments until it is determined that the
System meets the performance requirements contained in Table 1.
7.3. Include a timetable, subject to revision by the responsible entity in Part 7.4,
for implementing the selected actions from Part 7.1. The timetable shall:
7.3.1. Specify implementation of non!hardware mitigation, if any, within
two years of development of the CAP; and
7.3.2. Specify implementation of hardware mitigation, if any, within four
years of development of the CAP.

28

Order No. 830 at PP 101-102.
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7.4.

Be revised if situations beyond the control of the responsible entity
determined in Requirement R1 prevent implementation of the CAP within
the timetable for implementation provided in Part 7.3. The revised CAP
shall document the following, and be updated at least once every 12
calendar months until implemented:
7.4.1. Circumstances causing the delay for fully or partially implementing
the selected actions in Part 7.1;
7.4.2. Description of the original CAP, and any previous changes to the
CAP, with the associated timetable(s) for implementing the selected
actions in Part 7.1; and
7.4.3. Revisions to the selected actions in Part 7.1, if any, including
utilization of Operating Procedures if applicable, and the updated
timetable for implementing the selected actions.
7.37.5. Be provided within 90 calendar days of completion: (i) to the responsible
entity’s Reliability Coordinator, adjacent Planning Coordinator(s), adjacent
Transmission Planner(s), and functional entities referenced in the
Corrective Action Plan CAP within 90 calendar days of development or
revision, and (ii) to any functional entity that submits a written request and
has a reliability!related need within 90 calendar days of receipt of such
request or within 90 calendar days of development or revision, whichever
is later.
7.3.17.5.1. If a recipient of the Corrective Action Plan CAP provides
documented comments on the results, the responsible entity shall
provide a documented response to that recipient within 90 calendar
days of receipt of those comments.
Revised Requirement R7 Part 7.2 would require responsible entities to develop a
Corrective Action Plan within one year of the benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessment, if the
entity concludes that its System does not meet the performance requirements for the steady state
planning benchmark GMD event. Under new Requirement R7 Part 7.3, the Corrective Action
Plan shall include a timeline that specifies the completion of non-hardware and hardware
mitigation within two and four years of development of the Corrective Action Plan, respectively.
In accordance with FERC’s directive, the proposed standard requires entities to take
prompt action to address any vulnerabilities they identify in their systems. The proposed standard
recognizes, however, that there may be circumstances outside of an entity’s control that could
prevent the completion of a mitigation activity by the specified timetable. Such events could
19

include, for example: delays due to the regulatory or legal processes, such as permitting; delays
from stakeholder processes required by tariffs; delays resulting from equipment lead times; or
delays resulting from the inability to acquire necessary right-of-way. In such circumstances, an
entity may maintain compliance with the standard by revising its Corrective Action Plan in
accordance with Requirement R7 Part 7.4.
Under Part 7.4, the entity shall revise its Corrective Action Plan if events beyond its
control prevent implementation of the Corrective Action Plan within the original timetable. In
the revised Corrective Action Plan, the responsible entity must provide justification for its
revised timetable by documenting: (1) the circumstances causing the delay; (2) description of the
original Corrective Action Plan and any changes; and (3) revisions to selected actions, including
the use of any operating procedures if applicable, along with an updated timetable for
completion. The revised Corrective Action Plan shall be updated at least annually. The
responsible entity must then provide its revised Corrective Action Plan to recipients of the
original Corrective Action Plan (i.e., Reliability Coordinator, adjacent Planning Coordinator(s),
adjacent Transmission Planner(s), functional entities referenced in the Corrective Action Plan,
and any functional entity that submits a written request and has a reliability related need for the
information.) Thus, Requirement R7 would implement the FERC-directed deadlines for
Corrective Action Plans and mitigation, along with a process to maintain accountability and
communication with affected entities when circumstances beyond a responsible entity’s control
affect the entity’s ability to complete implementation within the original deadlines.
This approach is consistent with other Reliability Standards. For example, Reliability
Standard FAC-003-4 Requirement R7 provides that an entity may modify its annual vegetation
work plan in light of circumstances beyond the entity’s control, such as a natural disaster or other
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circumstance. (FAC-003-4 Requirement R7 also specifies other acceptable reasons for
modifying an annual work plan, including permitting delays.) Reliability Standard PRC-004-5(i)
Requirement R5 states that a responsible entity that owns a Protection System component that
caused a Misoperation shall either develop a Corrective Action Plan or explain in a declaration
why corrective actions are beyond the entity’s control or would not improve reliability. In light
of the potential planning, siting, budgeting approval, and regulatory uncertainties associated with
transmission projects that are outside of an entity’s control, it is appropriate to include such a
flexible approach to GMD Corrective Action Plan deadlines in proposed TPL-007-2.
As noted above, proposed Requirement R7 continues to apply only where an entity has
identified system performance issues through the benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessment.
Mitigation considerations for vulnerabilities identified through the supplemental GMD
Vulnerability Assessment are addressed in proposed Requirement R8 Part 8.3. Under this Part, if
a responsible entity concludes that there would be Cascading caused by the supplemental GMD
event, the entity shall conduct an analysis of possible actions to reduce the likelihood or mitigate
the impacts of the event.
The standard drafting team determined that requiring formal Corrective Action Plans
based on assessments of the supplemental GMD event would not be appropriate at this time. As
discussed in the Supplemental GMD Event Description white paper, the supplemental GMD
event is based on a small number of observed localized enhanced geoelectric field events that
provide only general insight into the geographic size of localized events during severe solar
storms. Additionally, currently available modeling tools do not provide entities with capabilities
to model localized enhancements within a severe GMD event realistically. As a result, entities
may need to employ conservative approaches when performing the supplemental GMD
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Vulnerability Assessment, such as applying the localized peak geoelectric field over an entire
planning area. For these reasons, requiring mandatory mitigation may not provide effective
reliability benefit or use resources optimally. The approach used in the proposed standard for the
supplemental GMD event provides entities with flexibility to consider and select mitigation
actions based on their circumstances and is similar to the approach used in Reliability Standard
TPL-001-4 Requirement R3 Part 3.5 for extreme events.
E.!

Enforceability of Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2

Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 includes Measures in support of each
Requirement to ensure that Requirements are enforced in a clear, consistent, non-preferential
manner, without prejudice to any party. The proposed standard also includes VRFs and VSLs for
each Requirement, which are used to help determine appropriate sanctions if an applicable entity
violates a Requirement. VRFs assess the impact to reliability of violating a specific Requirement,
while VSLs provide guidance on the way that NERC will enforce Requirements.
The proposed standard includes the same VRFs and VSLs for Requirements R1 through
R7. Proposed Requirement R8 would apply a High VRF; proposed Requirements R9 and R10
would apply a Medium VRF; and Requirements R11 and R12 would apply a Lower VRF.
Proposed Requirements R8 through R10 would also apply a graduated scale of Lower to Severe
VSLs (depending on the extent of the violation), while proposed Requirements R11 and R12
would only apply a Severe VSL in recognition of the binary nature of compliance with the data
obligations.
These VRFs and VSLs comport with NERC and FERC guidelines. The High VRF
proposed for Requirement R8 is consistent with both Reliability Standard TPL-001-4 (requiring
an annual planning assessment) and Reliability Standard TPL-007-1 Requirement R4. Further
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failure to complete a supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessment could, under certain
conditions, place the BES at unacceptable risk. The Medium VRF proposed for Requirements R9
and R10 is similarly consistent with TPL-007-1 Requirements R5 and R6, which require
responsible entities to provide GIC data to Transmission Owners and Generator Owners for
assessments. In addition, failure to provide GIC flow information or conduct a supplemental
transformer impact assessment is unlikely to lead to BES instability, separation, or cascading.
The Lower VRF proposed for Requirements R11 and R12 is also consistent with other standards,
such as the data collection related obligations in Reliability Standards MOD-032-1 Requirement
R1 and IRO-010-2 Requirement R1. Finally, a Lower VRF for both Requirement R11 and R12
would also be appropriate, as an entity’s failure to follow its process to obtain GIC monitor or
geomagnetic field data would not be expected to adversely affect the electrical state or capability
of the BES, or the ability to effectively monitor, control, or restore the BES. Please see Exhibit C
for more detailed analysis of the proposed VRFs and VSLs.
V.!

EFFECTIVE DATE
NERC’s proposed implementation plan is attached to this filing as Exhibit B. Under this

plan, where approval by an applicable governmental authority is required, the standard shall
become effective on the first day of the first calendar quarter that is three (3) months after the
effective date of the applicable governmental authority’s order approving the standard, or as
otherwise provided for by the applicable governmental authority. Where approval by an
applicable governmental authority is not required, the standard shall become effective on the first
day of the first calendar quarter that is three (3) months after the date the standard is adopted by
the NERC Board of Trustees, or as otherwise provided for in that jurisdiction. Reliability
Standard TPL-007-1 is to be retired immediately prior to the effective date of TPL-007-2.
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The proposed TPL-007-2 implementation plan recognizes that several Requirements in
TPL-007-1 are or may soon become effective, and that many entities may now be taking steps to
complete the studies or assessments required by other Requirements in TPL-007-1 that will
become enforceable in the future. The proposed implementation plan thus contains two phased
compliance timelines depending on whether proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 standard
becomes effective before January 1, 2021 or on/after January 1, 2021:29
•! If the proposed standard becomes effective before January 1, 2021, a new phased
compliance schedule would support entities completing Requirements for the
supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessment concurrently with Requirements for
the benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessment.30
•! If the standard becomes effective on or after January 1, 2021, entities would
continue work on benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessments and complete
supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessments during the next assessment cycle.
Under either timeline, entities would be required to comply with Requirements for the
collection of GMD monitoring data within 24 months of the effective date of the standard. The
phased-in compliance dates provided in the proposed implementation plan appropriately balance
the reliability need to implement the new and revised Requirements while providing entities with
sufficient time to meet their obligations.
VI.!

PROPOSED PROJECT TO DEVELOP A TPL-007-2 VARIANCE FOR CANADA
On February 14, 2018, NERC received a Standard Authorization Request ("SAR")

proposing to develop a Variance to Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 for Canadian entities. The
submission of a SAR is the first step to develop a regional Variance in accordance with Section 9

29

Under the TPL-007-1 implementation plan, this is the date by which entities would be required to comply
with TPL-007-1 Requirement R6 pertaining to transformer thermal impact assessments based on the benchmark
GMD event in the United States.
30
Depending on the date of FERC approval of TPL-007-2, the phased compliance dates for completing steps
for both benchmark and supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessments may be slightly delayed from the dates set
forth for benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessments under the TPL-007-1 implementation plan.
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of NERC's Standard Processes Manual.31 As defined therein, a Variance is an approved,
alternative method of achieving the reliability intent of one or more Requirements in a Reliability
Standard. A Variance may be developed when one or more Requirements in a continent-wide
standard cannot be met or complied with as written because of a physical difference in the Bulk
Power System or because of an operational difference (such as with a federally or provincially
approved tariff), but the Requirement's reliability objective can be achieved in a different
fashion.
Variances are developed and balloted in the same manner as Reliability Standards. This
process provides for, among other things, comment periods to assess the need and scope of a
proposed Variance development project as well as comment and ballot periods to assess the
degree of consensus for the language of the proposed Variance. A proposed Variance must be
approved by the ballot body and adopted by the NERC Board of Trustees before it would be
filed with the applicable governmental authorities. The process is described in detail in Section 4
of the NERC Standard Processes Manual. If the Variance is determined to be necessary, it may
take approximately one year to complete the process of development. However, the timeline for
development would ultimately depend on factors such as whether the SAR is complete upon
initial submission or needs further technical work, the scope of the proposed Variance
development project, and the degree of consensus for the proposed Variance. While the
development process is underway, any approved Reliability Standard version would remain in
effect.

31

The NERC Standard Processes Manual, Appendix 3A to the NERC Rules of Procedure, is available
at: http://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/Pages/Rules-of-Procedure.aspx.
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VII.! UPDATE ON NERC’S ONGOING GMD RESEARCH WORK PLAN AND
SECTION 1600 GMD DATA REQUEST ACTIVITIES
As noted earlier in this filing, NERC is continuing work to address FERC’s GMD
research and data collection directives from Order No. 830. On June 5, 2017, NERC submitted a
preliminary version of its GMD Research Work Plan describing how NERC would oversee
research into the specific GMD topics of interest identified by FERC.32 NERC is working with
the Electric Power Research Institute (“EPRI”) to prepare an updated GMD Research Work Plan
to submit by April 2018 in accordance with FERC’s October 19, 2017 Order.33 NERC and EPRI
initiated the GMD Research Work plan in November 2017 through an EPRI project that is
supported by utility and Independent System Operator participants and involves NERC GMD
Task Force, U.S. national laboratories, equipment manufacturers, and other North American
research partners.
To address FERC’s Order No. 830 data collection directive, NERC recently prepared an
initial draft Request for Data or Information under Section 1600 of the NERC Rules of
Procedure. The draft was prepared in conjunction with the NERC GMD Task Force under the
oversight of the NERC Planning Committee. In accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure,
NERC provided the initial draft to FERC’s Office of Electric Reliability on January 8, 2018.
NERC expects to post the draft request for a 45-day public comment period on or around January
30, 2018. Following the close of this comment period, NERC will review the comments received
and revise the draft Section 1600 GMD Data Request as appropriate. NERC will also continue
work to develop the necessary information technology infrastructure and data reporting

32

Geomagnetic Disturbance Research Work Plan of the North American Electric Reliability Corporation,
(June 5, 2017).
33
Order on GMD Research Work Plan, 161 FERC ¶ 61,048 (Oct. 19, 2017) (accepting NERC’s preliminary
GMD Research Work Plan).
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specifications to facilitate the collection of GMD data. NERC intends to seek authorization from
the NERC Board of Trustees to issue the Section 1600 GMD Data Request in August 2018.
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EXHIBITS A — D and F — J

Exhibit E -- Reliability Standards Criteria
Reliability Standards Criteria
The discussion below explains how the proposed Reliability Standard has met or
exceeded the Reliability Standards criteria.
1.!

Proposed Reliability Standards must be designed to achieve a specified reliability
goal and must contain a technically sound means to achieve that goal.
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 addresses the unique risks posed by a high-

impact, low-frequency geomagnetic disturbance (“GMD”) event on the reliable operation of the
Bulk-Power System (“BPS”) and is responsive to FERC’s directives in Order No. 830.
Reliability Standard TPL-007-1 requires applicable entities to conduct initial and on-going
assessments of the potential impact of a benchmark GMD event on BPS equipment and the BPS
as a whole and requires corrective action to protect against instability, uncontrolled separation,
and cascading failures of the BPS. Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 improves upon the
current version of the standard by using the latest developments in GMD research to provide
enhanced criteria and requirements to address reliability risks arising from GMDs, including the
risks posed by severe, localized events. The proposed standard would require entities to perform
a second, or supplemental, GMD Vulnerability Assessment based on the supplemental GMD
event. As described in Exhibit I to this filing, this supplemental GMD event is designed to
account for the localized peak effects of severe GMD events on systems and equipment.
The proposed standard also contains revisions to require the collection of GIC and
magnetometer data to inform GMD Vulnerability Assessments and to implement FERCspecified deadlines for the development and completion of any necessary Corrective Action
Plans.

2.!

Proposed Reliability Standards must be applicable only to users, owners and
operators of the bulk power system, and must be clear and unambiguous as to what
is required and who is required to comply.
The proposed Reliability Standard is clear and unambiguous as to what is required and

who is required to comply. Consistent with currently-effective Reliability Standard TPL-007-1,
proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 is applicable to: (1) Planning Coordinators with a
planning area that includes a power transformer(s) with a high side, wye-grounded winding with
terminal voltage greater than 200 kV; (2) Transmission Planners with a planning area that
includes a power transformer(s) with a high side, wye-grounded winding with terminal voltage
greater than 200 kV; (3) Transmission Owners that own a Facility or Facilities that include a
power transformer(s) with a high side, wye-grounded winding with terminal voltage greater than
200 kV; and (4) Generator Owners that own a Facility or Facilities that include a power
transformer(s) with a high side, wye-grounded winding with terminal voltage greater than 200
kV. 1 The proposed Reliability Standard clearly articulates the actions that such entities must
take to comply with the standard.

1

A power transformer with a “high side wye-grounded winding” refers to a power transformer with
windings on the high voltage side that are connected in a wye configuration and have a grounded neutral connection.

2

3.!

A proposed Reliability Standard must include clear and understandable
consequences and a range of penalties (monetary and/or non-monetary) for a
violation.
The Violation Risk Factors (“VRFs”) and Violation Severity Levels (“VSLs”) for the

proposed Reliability Standard comport with NERC and FERC guidelines related to their
assignment. The assignment of the severity level for each VSL is consistent with the
corresponding requirement and the VSLs should ensure uniformity and consistency in the
determination of penalties. The VSLs do not use any ambiguous terminology, thereby supporting
uniformity and consistency in the determination of similar penalties for similar violations. For
these reasons, the proposed Reliability Standard includes clear and understandable consequences.
4.!

A proposed Reliability Standard must identify clear and objective criterion or
measure for compliance, so that it can be enforced in a consistent and non
preferential manner.
The proposed Reliability Standard contains Measures that support each Requirement by

clearly identifying what is required and how the Requirement will be enforced. These measures
help provide clarity regarding how the Requirements will be enforced and help ensure that the
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Requirements will be enforced in a clear, consistent, and non-preferential manner and without
prejudice to any party.
5.!

Proposed Reliability Standards should achieve a reliability goal effectively and
efficiently — but do not necessarily have to reflect “best practices” without regard
to implementation cost or historical regional infrastructure design.
The proposed Reliability Standard achieves its reliability goals effectively and efficiently.

The proposed Reliability Standard clearly enumerates the responsibilities of applicable entities
with respect to conducting initial and on-going assessments of the potential impact of defined
GMD events on BPS equipment and the BPS as a whole and provides entities the flexibility to
select appropriate mitigation strategies to address identified vulnerabilities.
6.!

Proposed Reliability Standards cannot be “lowest common denominator,” i.e.,
cannot reflect a compromise that does not adequately protect Bulk-Power System
reliability. Proposed Reliability Standards can consider costs to implement for
smaller entities, but not at consequences of less than excellence in operating system
reliability.
The proposed Reliability Standard does not reflect a “lowest common denominator”

approach. To the contrary, the proposed Reliability Standard contains significant reliability
benefits for the BPS and addresses directives and concerns identified by FERC in Order No. 830.
The provisions of the proposed standard raise the level of preparedness by requiring applicable
entities to plan for the reliable operation of the BPS during a second severe GMD event, one that
is intended to account for localized peak effects. The proposed Reliability Standard and the new
supplemental GMD event incorporate rigorous technical analysis that is representative of the
complex nature of space weather phenomena and reflects a balanced and practical approach. By
instituting Requirements for the collection of GIC and magnetometer data, the proposed standard
increases the amount of information available to inform GMD Vulnerability Assessments.
Lastly, the proposed standard revises Requirements for Corrective Action Plans to implement
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FERC-directed deadlines for their development and completion while also providing an
accountability-driven process to manage any revisions that may become necessary due to
circumstances outside of the entity’s control.
7.!

Proposed Reliability Standards must be designed to apply throughout North
America to the maximum extent achievable with a single Reliability Standard while
not favoring one geographic area or regional model. It should take into account
regional variations in the organization and corporate structures of transmission
owners and operators, variations in generation fuel type and ownership patterns,
and regional variations in market design if these affect the proposed Reliability
Standard.
The proposed Reliability Standard applies consistently throughout North America and

does not favor one geographic area or regional model. The proposed standard includes
technically-justified scaling factors that allow for entity-specific tailoring of the benchmark and
supplemental GMD events. This approach provides for consistent application of the proposed
Reliability Standard throughout North America while still accounting for the varying impact
GMD events may have on each region.
8.!

Proposed Reliability Standards should cause no undue negative effect on
competition or restriction of the grid beyond any restriction necessary for
reliability.
Proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 has no undue negative effect on competition

and does not unreasonably restrict the available transmission capacity or limit the use of the BPS
in a preferential manner. The proposed standard requires the same performance by each of the
applicable entities. The information sharing required by the proposed standard is necessary for
reliability and can be accomplished without presenting any market or competition-related
concerns.
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9.!

The implementation time for the proposed Reliability Standard is reasonable.
The proposed effective date for proposed Reliability Standard TPL-007-2 is just and

reasonable and appropriately balances the urgency in the need to implement the standard against
the reasonableness of the time allowed for those who must comply to develop necessary
procedures, software, facilities, staffing or other relevant capability. The proposed
implementation plan recognizes that several Requirements in TPL-007-1 are or will soon become
effective, and that many entities may now be taking steps to complete the studies or assessments
required by other Requirements in TPL-007-1 that will become enforceable in the future.
NERC’s proposed implementation plan therefore contains two phased compliance timelines
based on the effective date of TPL-007-2: one timeline would support the concurrent completion
of the benchmark and supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessments, while the second would
have entities complete benchmark GMD Vulnerability Assessments first and then complete
supplemental GMD Vulnerability Assessments during the next assessment cycle. Either option
would allow applicable entities adequate time to ensure compliance with the Requirements. The
proposed implementation plan is attached as Exhibit B to this filing.
10.!

The Reliability Standard was developed in an open and fair manner and in
accordance with the Reliability Standard development process.
The proposed Reliability Standard was developed in accordance with NERC’s ANSI-

accredited processes for developing and approving Reliability Standards. Exhibit D includes a
summary of the Reliability Standard development proceedings, and details the processes
followed to develop the proposed Reliability Standard. These processes included, among other
things, multiple comment periods, pre-ballot review periods, and balloting periods. Additionally,
all meetings of the standard drafting team were properly noticed and open to the public.
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11.!

NERC must explain any balancing of vital public interests in the development of
proposed Reliability Standards.
NERC has identified no competing public interests regarding the request for approval of

this proposed Reliability Standard. No comments were received that indicated the proposed
Reliability Standard conflicts with other vital public interests.
12.!

Proposed Reliability Standards must consider any other appropriate factors.
No other negative factors relevant to whether the proposed Reliability Standard is just

and reasonable were identified.
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